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Longwood Public Library is committed to reducing the library’s
environmental footprint and promoting environmental stewardship, as
evidenced by the library’s decision to pursue LEED Platinum Certification
(achieved in March 2017) and to join the New York Library Association’s
(NYLA) Sustainable Library Certification Program.

 
 

ORGANIZATIONAL COMMITMENT
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LEED PLATINUM CEREMONY 2017



ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY 

SUSTAINABILITY & THE ENVIRONMENT
The library will strive to improve its environmental performance over
time, participating in projects, activities, and practices that will further
reduce environmental impacts. The library’s commitment to
environmental sustainability extends to its patrons, administration,
employees and the general community.

The library will:
•Observe all applicable environmental regulations
•Prevent pollution whenever possible
•Train all staff on the library’s environmental sustainability program,
empowering employees to participate
•Communicate the library’s environmental commitment to patrons,
administration, staff and the general community
•Continually improve by striving to measure the library’s
environmental impacts and setting goals to reduce them when
possible
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Policy 600-60, Adopted by the Board of Trustees 11/2020



GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS OVERVIEW
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Greenhouse Gas Emissions Inventory (Metric Tons of CO2e)

Avoided Greenhouse Gas Emissions (Metric Tons of CO2e)

Scope 1 emissions dropped considerably in 2019 and 2020, primarily
due to better refrigerant maintenance. In addition, natural gas use
declined, due to both fluctuations in weather patterns and to
increased expertise in building management system settings. Scope
2 emissions have continued to decline as the library is always looking
for ways to minimize electricity use where possible. Scope 3
emissions have continued to decline as more virtual options become
available in lieu of staff travel.

Renewable energy is produced onsite by a solar array installed in
2010. Minor fluctuations occur from year to year due to weather.
Alternative waste disposal was on the rise in 2019 as staff found
additional ways to recycle or reuse items instead of discarding them. 

All metrics were thrown off in 2020 due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
The building was closed to public and most staff for approximately
10 weeks, and operated with reduced levels of staff and patrons
thereafter. This resulted in a sharp decrease in Scope 2 and 3
emissions, as well as emissions reductions due to alternative waste
disposal.



GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS
THE BACKSTORY

The library's transition to sustainability started more than a decade
ago. When library administration spoke with the community about the
need to expand and renovate the outdated and undersized facility, it
became clear that utilizing sustainable building practices was
important. The library conducted a series of charrettes to gain
community input and to sketch out a rough design of the transformed
building. 

Community members had the opportunity to rank important elements
of the new building, as shown to the right. While not all of these
features were achievable, the great majority of them were
incorporated into the transformed building design.

On the next slide, check out the large decrease in electricity use from
the last year prior to renovation to the first year after renovation. The
building footprint increased by 50%, yet overall electricity use declined
by 8.4%. This resulted in a savings to local taxpayers of more than
$9500.

Adequate functions/space
Daylighting
Within budget
Aesthetics
Traffic flow/alternative delivery
Efficient functions
Green roof
Energy efficient
Renewable energy
Incorporate outdoor space and access to it
Expandability/flexibility
Safety/security
Welcoming environment
High levels of Indoor Air Quality
Durability
Acoustics
Thermal comfort
Rain water harvesting
Lighting control
LEED Platinum
Healthy habitat with xeriscaping
Regional/recycled materials
Stormwater management
Moisture control/building envelope
Feng shui
Innovative wastewater treatment
Reduce heat islands
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2012-2013
31,350 SQUARE FEET

 533,392 KWH
$92,512

2015-2016
45,360 SQUARE FEET

488,800 KWH
$83,010



ENERGY
TEMPERATURE CONTROL & HVAC

The library building has a “tight building envelope” which
means that it is very well insulated and air quality is strictly
measured and maintained. 

Exterior walls have multiple layers of insulation including
both rigid foam and spray foam. Project managers reported
that the walls are R-60 and the roof is R-30. Windows are
triple glazed, providing both tight insulation as well as
reduced glare and heat effect.

Heating and air conditioning are controlled by a smart
building management system that monitors not just
temperature but also carbon dioxide levels on a room-by-
room basis.  

The system uses double filtration including MERV-13 filters.
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ENERGY
LIGHTING

Nearly all the lighting in the library is on the Lutron
management system to minimize electricity use.  

Lights are controlled by a variety of methods (daylight,
occupancy, vacancy, switch) depending upon the primary
use of the room.  For example, restrooms are lit at a dim
10% but brighten up to 80% once occupied. In most other
spaces, lights dim down or brighten up based on the amount
of natural light in the area. Most light fixtures are set to max
out at 80% to use less energy.   

Because the building has so much natural light, employees
are encouraged to work with just natural light whenever
possible to conserve electricity.  

Shades are located in some of the south- and west-facing
offices and public spaces in order to help control both light
and heat effect.
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ENERGY
EXTERIOR LIGHTING

All exterior lighting is Dark Skies compliant in order to
reduce light pollution.

Parking lot fixtures were converted to energy-efficient LED
lighting, which reduces both energy consumption and
frequency of maintenance.

All exterior lighting operates on a light meter.
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ENERGY
SOLAR PANELS

The library has an 11KW solar power system on the roof of the
building, which was installed in 2010. In 2020, the solar panels
produced 14,042 KWh.
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MATERIALS MANAGEMENT
GREEN CLEANING

The library facility is cleaned by our custodial staff who have
all taken “green cleaning” training offered by the NYS Office
of General Services. 

They use environmentally-friendly cleaning products and
procedures.  There are many products available which can
clean and disinfect without introducing toxic chemicals into
our environment. 

Cleaning products are purchased in concentrate and diluted
to the correct strength to reduce wasteful packaging. 

Cloth towels are used for most everyday cleaning, then
washed and air-dried.

We expect all library employees to comply with these
practices throughout the building.
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MATERIALS MANAGEMENT
WASTE AND RECYCLING

Recycling bins for paper, plastic and cans are located
throughout the building for both staff and patrons.

Books that are removed from the collection and donations in
good condition are distributed in community Little Free
Libraries, sold in the booksale held by the Friends of the
Library, or sent to Better World Books for resale. Books in
poor condition are recycled.

Computers and other electronic items that are excessed are
donated to other organizations or sent to certified eWaste
recyclers.
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MATERIALS MANAGEMENT
PURCHASING

The staff lounge is stocked with dishes and flatware that can
be washed and reused. Employees keep their own mugs and
cups on the handmade mug rack.

The library now purchases copy paper that is made from at
least 30% recycled content. Library newsletters are also
printed on paper with recycled content.
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TRANSPORTATION
In 2017, the library, along with a local civic association and a
neighboring housing development, was awarded the Vision
Long Island Smart Growth Award, which recognized the
library's role as a community center in a "walkable
downtown" area.

The library is located at the crossroads of the community
along the county bus route, with sidewalks in all directions.

Bike racks are installed in front of the entry and are regularly
used by library patrons.

Seven parking spots located close to the building entry are
reserved for hybrid and low emission vehicles. 

Employees are encouraged to use virtual meetings when
possible instead of traveling offsite.
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WATER AND LAND USE
The library is located in the Compatible Growth Zone of the Central Pine
Barrens Region.

In coordination with the library's 2015 expansion and renovation, large
areas of the property were replanted with native and adaptive plantings
that thrive without pesticides or fertilizers, utilizing the principles of
Integrated Pest Management. Lawn areas were reduced with native
meadows, attracting native species.
 
Plants were grouped according to water needs allowing for the sole use
of temporary drip irrigation which is maintained regularly.

Stormwater is directed into a sump and from there to the headwaters of
the Carmans River.
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WATER AND LAND USE
WATER REDUCTION/CONSERVATION

In the 2015 renovation, the library was designed with efficient
WaterSense certified low-flow fixtures on sink faucets, toilets, and
urinals. Faucets are hands-free.

Toilets are dual-flush to reduce water use.

Two water fountains are also equipped with bottle-filling stations
to reduce the need for plastic one-time-use water bottles.
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STAFF INVOLVEMENT
Employees can use our staff SharePoint to swap supplies, share
tips and more.

Take the Green Pledge: all employees are invited during
onboarding to follow this honor-system pledge to make better
environmental decisions. 

Public education: Librarians plan programs for our community on
recycling, climate change, native plants, seed diversity,
composting, upcycling and more. Each year we have an Earth Day
celebration for patrons of all ages.
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COLLECTIVE IMPACT
PARTNERSHIPS

The library board approved a policy on Partnerships & Community
Involvement, strengthening our commitment to both.

Partnerships with Town of Brookhaven Parks & Recreation
Department have led to Little Free Libraries in parks around the
district

We also have partnerships with both non-profit and for-profit
entities to address food insecurity (LI Cares food distributions,
Little Free Pantry at the library)
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COLLECTIVE IMPACT
CIVIC RESPONSIBILITY

National Voter Registration Day: each year the local chapter of
League of Women Voters sets up a registration table at the library
to facilitate voter registration

Kids Vote Too! Each year, when the library is holding its annual
budget vote and trustee election, we also have an interactive
display in the Children's Department called Kids Vote Too.
Children learn about the importance of making their voice heard
through the voting process, and that every vote counts, while they
vote on their favorite books, book characters, movies and more. 
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SOCIAL COHESION
PATRON PROGRAMS

The library regularly offers programs that showcase and reflect
the very diverse community we serve. Some recent examples:
Ikebana: Japanese Art of Flower Arrangement, Black Citizenship in
the Age of Jim Crow, Separate Even in Death: Black Funerals and
Cemeteries, Creole Cooking, Be Inspired: Asian Pacific American
Heritage Month, Dances of India Performance and Workshop.

Pre-COVID, the library started a new program called A Valentine's
Date with Your Library. The idea was simple--to give library users
something to do and somewhere to go on Valentine's Day. We
showed a movie, served lunch, and had a nice social mixer with
patrons of various ages and interests. Before leaving, attendees
were invited to sign their names and write a note on a banner
saying "I love my library because...." The banner was later hung in
the library so all could enjoy it. 
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SOCIAL COHESION
STAFF RESOURCES & TRAINING

All library employees have taken a six-part JEDI (Justice, Equity,
Diversity and Inclusion) Training program, which covers implicit
bias, microaggressions, systemic racism and more.

Library staff are encouraged to take part in wellness activities. We
have a staff Safety & Wellness committee that meets regularly.
One project the committee planned was a staff walking challenge.
Using a dashboard through Long Island Health Collaborative,
employees joined teams and competed to see which team could
walk the farthest. Team steps were combined to see how long it
would take to walk across the world. Even after the challenge was
completed, many LPL staff still walk laps around the parking lot or
the building on their meal breaks!
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RESILIENCE PLANNING
The library offers frequent programs on environmental issues that
relate to our local area. Here are a few examples: Race to Reduce
Waste; Long Island's Power Grid: Storms, Challenges and the
Future; Future of Garbage on Long Island; Sustainable Gardening;
Summer Nature Walk at Downs Farm Preserve (pictured)

The library has a strong wireless network that reaches beyond the
building as well as 30 hotspots that patrons can borrow. These are
important services for a resilient community.
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FINANCIAL SUSTAINABILITY
BEHIND THE SCENES

The library is in a good financial position and holds an annual
budget vote so the community can approve library tax increases. 

In the opinion of the library auditor, the library maintains
adequate fund balance to cover cash flow and provide for
emergencies.

The library offers employees the New York State Health Insurance
Program (NYSHIP) and the New York State and Local Retirement
System (NYSLRS)
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FINANCIAL SUSTAINABILITY
RETURN ON INVESTMENT

The Museum Pass program is a great success. The library loans
out free passes to 35 museums on Long Island and in the NYC
area. In FY 18-19 (the last full year before COVID), passes were
used 1,812 times, resulting in a savings of $72,971.73 to patrons.
The passes cost the library $17,920, resulting in a return on
investment (ROI) of 4.07. This excellent ROI is emphasized in our
annual report to the community each year.
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COLLECTIONS

The Materials Selection policy guides staff in finding reuse, recycle,
and donation options for items that are weeded from the
collections.

Library collections are on interchangeable shelving, so parts can
be reused as collection needs change. Some shelving is on wheels
which makes it easy to move shelving units around and use the
space flexibly. Pictured is the new materials area by the main
entrance; this space is reconfigured occasionally.
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FUTURE SUSTAINABILITY GOALS

Continue to operate the building as sustainably as possible.

Continue to educate our staff and patrons about green buildings and
sustainability.

Reduce waste by 5% each year.

Decrease business travel by 15% by 2025.

Increase green purchasing by 5% each year.

Seek out additional community partnerships.

Find new ways to bring library services out to the Longwood
community.
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